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GEOG(GEN)-01

PART-I

GEOGRAPHY-GENERAL
Paper - I

( New & Old Syllabus)
[ Full Marks : 100

Duration: 3 Hours J

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as Jar as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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( New Syllabus)
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( Geomorphology )
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Answer any two questions within 300 words each.
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1.

How does rock influence the topography? Write your answer with example of granite
and limestone.

2.

Describe with sketches the landforms produced by marine erosion.

3.

Give a description of the landforms produced by the erosional activities of a river.

4.

Explain the formation of Intra-oceanic Island arcs with examples.
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Answer any four questions within 100 words each.
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5.

Describe the characteristics of mantle.

6.

Give the evidences of the existence of crustal plates.
� 911">1$£l�� 16lk!ll� �� �I

7.

What are the landforms associated with convergent plate boundaries ?
�N:Pll� � � � � �91 � -qrn ?

8.

Describe different layers of the earth's crust.
��l<l>'$1

9.
10.

mi:f ������I

Describe different stages of normal cycle of erosion.

�,\5,f<lqS 'lfllbw� mi:f ��m � � 1

Distinguish between inselberg and monadnock.
�-il>ti7!<ql'8f '6 Clll-il(S-,lqS-l!J� 9fl� � I

11.

What is the central idea of plate tectonics ?
�\����Ff$?
GROUP-B
�'1- �
( Climatology )
( �61.ql�'t!I )
Category- ,A

C?f"'" - �
Answer any one question within 300 words.
(11 Q:1SFf �� �.

12.
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What are the controlling factors of atmospheric pressure variation ? Analyse your
answer with reference to the development of global pressure system.
�,stc-, m� "'�G�rn �� BIS BIS ?
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13.
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Critically discuss the classification of world climate as propounded by Koeppen.

0lt9A'-<f3 9(ffi 1$1¢1<11� ��� �Wflbi-11:>\� '@'�9A' � I
Category- B
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Answer any four questions within 100 words each.
� QlS"R � � � � �00 �

14.
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What is inversion of temperature? Where does it take place?
���9f �? <.!lt���<Trn?

15.

What are the characteristic features of Indian monsoon?
������

16.

I

Explain the concept of latitudinal heat balance.
�'� �9@ ���<fl�� I

17.

Describe different stages of development of mid-latitude cyclonic cell.
l!l<!Sf& �-��� 'if_�� '@'e_9fm' � 9Nffi�ffl �'1 WI' I

18.

What is ozone hole? How can the depletion of ozone layer be checked?
-e��� ?-e��ffi����m?

19.

What is insolation? Discuss the factors affecting insolation.
��Mr4

20.
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Differentiate between tropical anc:i mid-latitude cyclones.
� 'e �-�,�
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(Bio-Geography)
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Answer any one question within 300 words.
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21..

What is soil profile? How does 'it differ under varying conditions of climate and parent
material?
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22.

Discuss the environmental characteristics and biome of hot desert.
� � "51"��
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Category- B

Ans wer any four questions within 100 words each.

23.

Discuss the environmental characteristics of tropic� rain forest biome.

24.

Differentiate between structure and texture of soil.

25.

Under what environmental situations does intra-zonal soil develop?

26.

"Lower the pH value of soil, greater the acidity." Explain.

27.

Distinguish between food chain & food web.

28.

What are meant by eluviation and illuviation ?

29.

What is the role of organic matter in the formation of soil?
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